
It has been a tumultuous week for Soroka Medical Center. We have been in the forefront of the news about the

first of its kind surgeries in Israel. Led by our own Dr. Mickey Gideon, a complicated surgery separating

conjoined twins at the head was performed at Soroka. "This is a rare and complex procedure that has so far

been performed in only 20 places in the world, and for the first time in Israel, in this case with very young

babies," Dr. Mickey Gideon, Director of Pediatric Neurosurgery at Soroka, said. “The coming days are critical in

the process of the twins’ recovery,” he added. The surgery was headed by Dr. Mickey Gideon who brought

together a team of doctors from Great Britain and America. This was analyzed and studied for months ahead in

preparation for this intricate and complicated surgery. We are so proud of the outcome and the incredible talent

and expertise from our staff putting us on the world stage for medical achievements.
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GREETINGS TO MY FELLOW BOARD MEMBERS

DR. GIDEON IN NY
Most of you will remember the beautiful event hosted

by David and Hengameh Kimia at their home. Dr.

Mickey Gideon was our guest and was very impressive

and knowledgeable. It was a privilege to have met him.
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SOROKA IN THE JERUSALEM POST
Soroka Medical Center was spotlighted in the

Jerusalem Post under the heading of important

companies and organizations in Israel. It was featured

together with a list of the 50 most Influential Jews in

2020. Innovation and technology were the core of the

article.
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DR. CODISH SPEAKS ABOUT INNOVATION AT SOROKA
Dr. Shlomi Codish was cited as leading Soroka University Medical Center, part of Clalit Health

services. “One of the most important elements of medicine today” says Dr. Codish, is “research and

innovation”. He goes on to say that “the high tech world is going towards medicine, digital health

and biopharma. We want to be at the forefront of these developments. This can be a game-changer,

not just for us, but for the entire country, the health system and for the world.”

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/israel

